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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. one VRF on the ASBRs for Customer A
B. family inet-vpn on the ASBRs
C. labeled-unicast on the ASBRs
D. Which two configurations are needed to support this
requirement? (Choose two.)
E. multihop EBGP between the PEs
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Before adding users to TMSPE, where does an engineer set up a
group hierarchy in Cisco TMS?
A. System &gt; Provisioning &gt; FindMe

B. System &gt; Provisioning &gt; Devices
C. System &gt; Provisioning &gt; Users
D. Administrative Tools &gt; Configuration
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Bob is a very security conscious computer user. He plans to
test a site that is known to have malicious applets, code, and
more. Bob always make use of a basic Web Browser to perform
such testing. Which of the following web browser can adequately
fill this purpose?
A. Internet Explorer
B. Tiger
C. Lynx
D. Mozila
Answer: C
Explanation:
Lynx is a program used to browse the World Wide Web, which
works on simple text terminals, rather than requiring a
graphical computer display terminal.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which command would you use to save the interface information
before upgrading a GAiA Gateway?
A. ipconfig -a &gt; [filename].txt
B. netstat -rn &gt; [filename].txt
C. cp /etc/sysconfig/network.C [location]
D. ifconfig &gt; [filename].txt
Answer: D
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